Growing Person – the Anthropological Basis for the Educational Thought of John Bosco

Summary: John Bosco’s (1815–1888) anthropology, as it seems vertical, did not distract his attention from the worries of everyday life, from the world of youth and from the works he undertook for it. For the Turin educator – in his Christian understanding of human nature – human life is a vocation and mission. He emphasised that the true and lasting development of every human being has its source in his own heart, life and freedom. From the content of the works he left behind, it is obvious that he paid attention to both earthly and religious values. For Don Bosco, human being at their very foundations is directed towards divinity, towards heaven, towards God. This process starts from the earliest years, develops in the youthful years and is continued in later life.
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Streszczenie: Antropologia Jana Bosko (1815–1888), jak się wydaje wertykalna, nie odciągała jego uwagi od trosk życia codziennego, od świata młodzieży i od prac, jakie podejmował z myślą o niej. Dla turyńskiego wychowawcy – w jego chrześcijańskim rozumieniu ludzkiej natury – życie człowieka to powołanie i misja. Podkreślał, że prawdziwy i trwały rozwój każdego człowieka ma źródło w jego własnym sercu, życiu i wolności. Z treści dzieł, jakie po sobie pozostawił, z całą oczywistością wynika, że zwracał uwagę tak na wartości ziemskie, jak i religijne. Dla księǳa Bosko byt ludzki u samych swoich podstaw ukierunkowany jest ku boskości, ku niebu, ku Bogu. Proces realizacji tego powołania zaczyna się już od lat najwcześniejszych, trwa w latach młodzieżowych oraz jest kontynuowany w dalszym życiu.
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The preventive system proposed by priest John Bosco (1815–1888) has gone down in history and those who have based their educational work on it realize that it is the only method to create a full man, to educate an honest citizen and a committed Christian, living in accordance with the principles of faith, hope and love. [...] His ultimate goal is to promote man and save all of his/her aspects: physical and related to flesh, psychological and emotional, cultural, professional and spiritual, and what makes this goal concrete and accomplished is love 1.

The anthropology of priest John Bosco, as it seems vertical, did not divert his attention from the worries of everyday life, from the world of youth and from the work he undertook with it in mind. He emphasised, however, that the value of human existence could not be identified with achieving only horizontal secular education goals. From the content of the works he left behind, it is obvious that he paid due attention to both earthly and religious values. The openness and spiritual availability of Saint John Bosco was directed at a specific man and his story. The children and adolescents with whom he worked were never categorised by religion, pedigree, nationality or culture, but recognised in such a way that, as he stated, “it is enough that you are young” 2.

2 Teresio Bosco, Złote myśli Księǳa Bosko, trans. Alicja Lis (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Salezjańskie, 2002), 89.
This article will attempt to answer the question: What anthropological assumptions underlie the educational concept of John Bosco? Its goal, therefore, is to extract the fundamental human vision of his concept from John Bosco’s writings. In order to answer the question, the text will discuss the following in turn: the basic assumptions of John Bosco’s preventive system, the anthropological foundations of his educational thought, as well as the dynamics of the human person’s development and supporting activities, especially in the childhood and youth.

1. Basic assumptions of John Bosco’s preventive system

Priest John Bosco became the initiator of the “art school of education”. His activity developed in the heart of the period called the “age of pedagogy”. The nineteenth century was the age of Herbart, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Aporti. In his letters and documents, he does not establish a direct dialogue with the pedagogical thought of university circles of his time, despite the fact that he knows some of their representatives. He does not attempt to develop comprehensive educational treaties, but merely describes his use of the method through synthetic formulations, direct indications and stories taken from personal experience. John Bosco’s letters and documents enable the definition of fundamental goals for the integral education of young people. In 1877, he wrote a text entitled Il sistema preventivo nella educazione della gioventù (Preventive system in the education of young people). In the document, he explained the advantages of the system, wrote about its uses, about the benefits for society and how to avoid penalties. The motto describing the educational purpose of John Bosco is to form “good Christians and honest citizens according to the requirements of the times”. The method used to achieve this goal is preventive and it is based on three columns: reason, religion and love.

---


Although John Bosco did not develop a full pedagogical system in the theoretical sense, he did present his own original, integral and coherent educational proposal. The following key principles can be distinguished in this proposal with momentous “practical effectiveness”: 1) preventive attitude: “anticipate not punish”; 2) pedagogical optimism: trust in young people on whom “the hope of a happy future is based”; 3) shaping “good Christians and honest citizens”: the goal and finish line of full education; 4) “reason, religion, educational love”: three columns of the preventive system; 5) assistance: presence, positive and stimulating among boys; 6) appropriate attitude of educators: “fathers, teachers and friends” of young pupils; 7) educational environment: friendly, family, joyful. The vision of education that John Bosco presented was the fruit of his own pedagogical experience, consistent in the basic principles and flexible in its development and in practice in the face of the changing historical situation.

The Oratory has been the place where all of the principles of preventive education have been implemented. The work of the Oratory – started by Bosco in 1841 – should be understood in terms of an educational environment that gives the pupils the opportunity for human and Christian development. The novelty of the Oratorian idea of the Turin educator was manifested in a family atmosphere, being with them not only on public holidays, but every day, special interest in the abandoned and endangered. From the very beginning, it is assumed that it is to be open to everyone, offering a constructive use of free time. Through the schools established at the Oratory, care for young people from workers’ communities, help in finding a workplace, cooperation with the government, book and press publishing, various forms of entertainment, Bosco wanted to teach young people to deal with life problems responsibly. In this way, by covering wide areas of youth’s life, he was able to create a synthesis of gospel and educational activity.

---

7 Cfr. Cian, Wychowanie, 180–185; Ghiberti, Spotkać, 118–119. “The Oratory will be the determinant of all his activities, it will shape them according to the original vision, adapting them to the environment, to his boys and their needs. [...] According to the same criteria and in the same spirit, he also looks for solutions to the problems of female youth” [Jan Paweł II, “List apostolski Juvenum Patris w setną rocznicę śmierci św. Jana Bosko. Watykan, 31 stycznia 1988”, in: Ksiądz Bosko w wypowiedziach papieży, vol. 2, ed. Stanisław Chrobak (Warszawa: Wydawnictwo Salezjańskie, 2016), n. 3–4].
“The whole system – as John Bosco emphasises – rests on reason, religion and love.” Reason, religion and educational love are essential elements of John Bosco’s educational system. The three basic principles not only interpenetrate but also condition one another. Based on the triplet: “reason, religion, educational love”, the Turin educator’s system allows one to draw attention to and achieve the positive potential that lies in the heart of everyone, even those with the least advantages and the least constructive educational environment behind them. The three basic principles, and above all educational love, enable people to meet and develop them according to the spirit of values that go beyond history and beyond the pupils themselves. Therefore, the preventive system, by its very name, requires careful care of the individual “personalities” of the juveniles within whom everyone is at the center of the educational process consisting in encouraging, making proposals, opening opportunities, making choices and making decisions. [...] Educational activity is incomplete and ineffective if it is not based on personal contacts between the educator and the foster child in an atmosphere of spontaneous and open trust, basing on sincere and loyal cooperation which concerns the interests and free time of the foster child and the deeper inner layers of his spiritual life. This is all achieved through a personal meeting.

Preventiveness is based on such support that stimulates and facilitates giving the best of ourselves.

2. Anthropological foundations of John Bosco’s educational thought

Man has a personal nature (he is a person by birth). A person disposes of oneself, own resources, and depending on the way they are used, he/she can shape development differently. The development is intentional; it aims at some result, at achieving a shape or simply a personality structure that will

---

fulfil the proper tasks. It can be said that the direction and nature of development indirectly indicate the nature of man, and above all allow one to determine what conditions should be met in order for personality development itself to occur. Therefore, it is important to: a) define the nature of man from which we should know, b) the type of deepest motives (they can be described as motivational predispositions, because they somehow derive from nature) and further, c) whose inability to fulfil leads to the frustration of development, while fulfilment promotes development. Furthermore, d) depending on individual resources (properties, e.g. type of personality traits), the nature of personality development will be something unique – individual features of a given person will be revealed\(^\text{11}\). Thus, “man realises himself as a person through actions adequate to his potentiality, he develops and attains fullness in accordance with the needs of his nature. Personalising (and therefore updating) the human person is of a dual direction: internal and external.”\(^\text{12}\)

Despite the fact that John Bosco rarely explains the subject directly, there is a concept of the human person in his writings. One can find it by analysing how John Bosco relates to himself, to others, to the world and to God. For the Turin educator – in his Christian understanding of human nature – human life is a vocation and mission. His educational practice was shaped not only by the view of the divine destiny of man and the proper place of earthly realities, but was also influenced by his views on human nature as such, and especially the conditions of the nature of young people. Man is by nature open to the Absolute who is his Creator, his Redeemer and his only Master. He achieves his fulfilment in a definitive meeting God\(^\text{13}\).

Man – John Bosco wrote – differs from all animals, especially because he is endowed with a soul that thinks, understands and learns what is good and what


is bad. This soul does not die with the body, but when it is laid to the grave, it goes to start a different life that will never end. [...] Therefore, despite the fact that he loves all people as a work of his hands, he shows his special affection for the young, finding his pleasure in them: Delicæ meae esse cum filiis hominum. You are therefore the pleasure and love of God who created you. He loves you because you are still of an age when you can do much good\textsuperscript{14}.

In anthropology, which underlies John Bosco’s educational thought, the teaching of the Roman Catholic Church played a significant role. In this science, he discovers the meaning of life, education and full human development. Even if he raised “good citizens” and foresaw a multidimensional formation, he never reduced the tasks of human existence to only earthly tasks. The “good Christian”, whom John Bosco tried to form, was always in close proximity to a “good citizen”. He did not regard the young man primarily as someone who builds this world, develops his own personality in a given culture, society, and history. All of the values appear to be meaningless until they are rooted in a firm foundation, that is, in relation to God. Authentic faith always has a moral and therefore life dimension; it is simply a source of daily commitment of every baptised person, based in particular on God’s law and commandments. Love, justice, awareness of one’s own powers and limitations, prudence and courageous strength and loyalty should underlie the activity of all believers in Christ. Hence, it is about the evangelical dynamism of the baptised who provides faith with expressions of vitality and creativity in Christ\textsuperscript{15}. For the Turin educator, the process of becoming a human being and the process of deification complement each other. “He wanted to make people happy with their natural values, physical and moral capabilities and in the world in which they live until death. But he was also convinced that happiness was not possible without God and without a real relationship with Him.”\textsuperscript{16}

The basic reasoning in the upbringing of John Bosco, as Juan E. Vecchi states, is the presence in it of what we can call human nature in its most pure and healthy dimension, i.e. the ability of natural reasoning and love. This


\textsuperscript{16} Desramaut, Księdz Bosko, 135.
reason also implies the participation of the whole culture, its manifestations and results. Youth is a time that passes, but it is not a fleeting period: it is a time of sowing in favourable conditions, when everything sprouts quickly. Those who prepare the personality of a young person and equip the person for life with ideas, principles, habits, attitudes, vision of reality, are not people of elusiveness, but they lay the foundations, seeds and roots that do not pass away. A young man is also someone who works everything out by himself/herself. However, he/she is also a man who opens himself to transcendence without losing his rationality\textsuperscript{17}.

His “project-man” and “project-person” expressed in a simple, though deep and effective form, contain the attitude of a good Christian and an honest citizen, but also a saint. [...] One cannot underestimate the deep meaning of such a project. One must not forget to harmoniously combine all processes of personal, human and social maturation. Similarly, one should not underestimate the obvious sense of activity and expression in behaviour, in community life, in institutions expressing themselves in clear and precise pedagogical and even legal forms\textsuperscript{18}.

John Bosco did not ignore the value of progress in terms of both human and Christian perfection. In all of them, he sought good will and intellectual honesty first. He knew that salvation and holiness are a grace, but concurrently he was convinced that in a man, especially a young man, such a gift always becomes a task calling him/her to become more and more a person, a full person. In his assumptions or ideas of educational cooperation, he addressed both Christians and all people of good will. When laying the foundations of his preventive system, he included reason, religion and educational love in it. He believed that a dialogue between faith and reason is possible\textsuperscript{19}.

Precisely for this reason, the divinity of John Bosco’s educational methodology should be included in the perspective of a certain synthesis, according to which the heart is the central element of the educational obligation, and the mind and


will are its basic dialectical elements. [...] Religion is not a school of mercy detached from life or a shelter from misfortunes. On the contrary, it is an expression of faith deeply rooted in existence and for existence\textsuperscript{20}.

Upbringing is not an exercise or training but an “event” of a personal nature.

3. Dynamics of human person development and supporting activities

Man’s becoming occurs in himself, but also towards someone and something. “The specificity of being and becoming a human being is expressed, among others in that he/she is not someone once determined, accomplished, realized and closed. [...] Man is open and creative in his/her own way: becoming and fulfilling himself/herself.”\textsuperscript{21} For John Bosco – according to the common way of thinking in the nineteenth century – human development on earth is not an end in itself, nor can it have autonomous value. Everything should be related to the ultimate goal, everything should direct man towards God. He attributed much more to youth than just a passive role. Their fragility and possible tendencies to evil, although they are real, do not prevent him/her from stopping to search for a place for their activity and creative cooperation according to the spirit of Christian humanism. His style of upbringing resulted in the dynamism manifested thanks to an attitude of mutual trust and warmth. Educational presence understood in this way is called assistance; it becomes the stimulus for the growth of a person in a specific situation and leads to a joint search for a life project. The essence of assistance in the preventive system is, therefore, a friendly, fraternal meeting of the educator and the pupil and creating a climate of joy (games, theatre, music). The space he offered to the free initiative of young people is real, but concurrently limited to some extent. This limitation is caused by the personal experience of John Bosco, and at other times it results from predicting the behaviour of young people. Experience had taught him that youth development can sometimes be chaotic and irregular. For these reasons, he asked the pupils to give him

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{20} Sabino Palumbieri, \textit{Don Bosco e l’uomo nel’orizzonte del personalismo} (Torino: Piero Gribaudo Editore, 1987), 111.
\end{itemize}
the “key to their hearts” and to use him to realize the ideal of holiness. John Bosco “saw the «child» in the final perspective of each person’s calling. [...] It was his great charisma. According to the «knowledge», his educational program took root in this awareness. You can’t raise a man differently. He cannot be brought up fully unless one knows what his ultimate goal and destiny are.”

The integral anthropology of John Bosco results and is based entirely on “reason”, “religion” and above all on “educational love”. Discussing the principle (category) of “reason”, he attached great importance to the human aspects and historical conditions of the individual: his freedom, preparation for life and profession, taking responsible responsibilities. The important issues were expressed by Bosco in expressive and simple words: joy, learning, piety, prudence, work, humanism, and care for a fellow. He also used the concept of “rationality” to define a space of forbearance, dialogue, and patience. The “religion” proposed by John Bosco translated into specific practices, acts, and life, which is the content of prayer. In this context, he discusses the pedagogy of the sacraments and the Eucharist, also about sin and penance, about Marian pedagogy and piety, about ecclesial pedagogy oriented to fidelity to the Pope, and finally about sensitivity to the final things. It draws attention to the aspects of moral life, pedagogy of duty, especially study and work, pedagogy of virtues, and the matter of choosing a vocation and pedagogy of hope and joy. Educational love, on the other hand, takes the form of care for the full development of the pupil. It is primarily a daily attitude that assumes availability, respect for the dignity of the subject, healthy principles and appropriate conduct. “Educational love” is definitely more than just a friendly word or gesture and has its source in the Christian virtue of love (caritas). This attitude directly shows that one loves and wants to share with young people their lives, which in total leads to a full personal relationship of a creative nature.

Therefore,

in the spirituality of John Bosco, classical asceticism has been reformulated in an anthropological perspective more suited to adolescents and young people.

His spiritual pedagogy is directed at proposing a model of formation adapted to them, correcting possible errors of misunderstood spirituality, constantly bringing them to the specifics of everyday life, which not only should be accepted but accepted with joy in accordance with their life status. He accepts the humanistic vision and teaching of Saint Francis of Sales and adapts it to the conditions of youth. Turin educator knew how much an adolescent young man needs human relationships and sincere friendship: it is a fundamental element for his harmonious growth, mental balance and self-perception that he develops, and – most importantly – for his spiritual progress. [...] He maintains a close connection between everyday life, its requirements, rhythm, possibilities and dangers, and the Christian calling to imitate the Savoir perfectly.

He emphasised the significant educational role of association forms and groups (e.g. Society of Joy, Society of the Immaculate) for which he reserved an important task in the formation of a young man. They were living environments, good use of free time, apostolate, learning, prayer, joy, fun and culture, where young people could find themselves and develop. Biographical sketches of the pupils of the Oratory: Luigi Comollo, Dominic Savio, Michele Magone and Francesco Besucco are the most representative spiritual and pedagogical documents of John Bosco in the field of the development of young people. To some extent, the works vividly bring the reality of the Oratory closer, as the moral and spiritual world of young people formed by John Bosco.

The original recipient of the building biographies was the mid-nineteenth century youth and the educators of the group, but the narrative as a tool – master-
fully mastered by John Bosco – will allow any attentive reader of the 21st century discover a deeper message that reveals the richness of the experiences of the heroes of stories and the environment in which they came live, educational humanism and a fascinating culture of spirit27.

John Bosco never separated human values from their relationship with God. The texts in which he speaks of happiness, true and lasting joy, morality, and upbringing are always considered in the context of their inseparable connection with the divine reality. “He showed particular sensitivity to some form of biblical humanism. He proclaims the dignity and greatness of man «created in the image of God», «named the most perfect of all visible creatures» and recognized because of the authority he received over all creation.”28 Everything should refer to the vertical dimension, to religion, to grace and relationship with God. It is the relationship that provides them with value. Commitment to education led him to search for how to bring out all that is there in the Gospel true about children and young people.

His concern for the evangelization of the youth was not limited to catechesis and liturgy nor to religious acts that require and lead to a clear practice of faith, but covered the broad fields of youth’s life. She was present in the process of universal formation, aware of the shortcomings, but at the same time full of hope for gradual maturation, because the word of the Gospel should be sown in everyday reality, in order for young people to lead to generous involvement in life. Since young people experience a period of particular importance from the point of view of education, during the educational process they should be supported by the saving message of the Gospel, and faith should be a factor that integrates and enlightens personality29.

His love for God includes practical and concrete love of a fellow, every young person, especially those who need educational and developmental help.

Conclusions

In young people, there is a deep desire for a full life, true love, and constructive freedom; often, unfortunately, their expectations are disappointed and they remain unfulfilled. It is therefore necessary to help young people become aware of their wealth – their dynamism and positive desire; they must be involved in projects that manifest human and evangelical wealth; they should be encouraged to actively engage in society through work, cooperation and concern for the common good.\(^{30}\)

The comprehensive educational vision implemented by John Bosco favours the original interdependence of the processes of evangelization and human promotion. The emphasis on man’s connections with his religious purpose and eternal destiny did not stop him from deeper involvement in the affairs of the world and society. He sought to search for such assumptions, methods, means and forms of education that would foster the full and integral development of young people.

As stated by the Turin educator – one needs to create an opportunity for the youth to be able to express thoughts in freedom. However, care should be taken to supplement or improve their statements, words and deeds if they do not conform to Christian education. Youngsters usually have one of the differing characters. A disposition naturally good, ordinary, difficult, bad. It is only up to us to look for a means that reconciles the varied characters so that everyone can do good and that some do not harm others. [...] However, everyone needs patience, gentleness and a lot of prayer, without which, I think, any good regulations are useless.\(^{31}\)

He emphasised that the true and sustainable development of each person has its source in his own heart, life and freedom.

---
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